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This strategy gives an 
overview of what our 
community risk reduction 
priorities and activity will be 
across Cornwall for 2019 - 22
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Executive Summary
This document is Cornwall Fire and Rescue 
Service (CFRS) Community Risk Reduction (CRR) 
Strategy. This strategy gives an overview 
of what our community risk reduction priorities, 
risks and activity will be across Cornwall for 
2019 - 22. 

This strategy is driven by evidence from our 
Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP), Risk 
Based Evidence Profile (RBEP), Risk Based 
Inspection Programme (RBIP), Cornwall Road 
Casualty Reduction Strategy (CRCRS), UK 
Drowning and Prevention Strategy 2016-2026 
(developed by the World health Organisation), 
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Health and Social 
Care Plan 2016-2021, National Fire Chief’s Council 
(NFCC) Position Statements and the Safer 
Cornwall Strategic Assessment. These enable 
us to identify local risks to local people and 
businesses which inform the provision of local 
services that meet the needs of our community.
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Introduction
CFRS  is a service of Cornwall Council with the 
aim of ‘Working together to make Cornwall Safer’. 
Aft er extensive consultation, CFRS has set out 
its 2019-22 IRMP. This explains CFRS priorities, 
objectives, outcomes and how we will work to 
achieve them. 

The IRMP is a strategic document that identifies 
and addresses the risks to our communities. 
Nationally, strategic direction is taken from NFCC 
Position Statements in relation to home, road, 
water and business fire safety. 

Locally partnership activities are planned 
and undertaken as part of The Peninsula 
Road Safety Partnership and Cornwall Road 
Casualty Reduction Partnership;  the South West 
Emergency Services collaboration, Private Sector 
Housing Partnership and Primary Authority.

Our CRR Strategy is aligned to Cornwall Council's 
strategy, supporting the strategic themes of 

• health, social care and family

• homes

• environment growth and jobs

• transport and connectivity 

• devolution and localism

Our RBEP helps identify which incidents pose 
the greatest risks to our communities and who is 
at most risk from having a fire, needing rescue, 
or being involved in a road traff ic collision. The 
Prevention and Protection Tools (including the 
RBIP) are then used to identify households; 
business premises and road users which are at 
highest risk to facilitate eff ective targeting of 
resources and activities .



Our priorities and 
objectives
CFRS priorities under the CRR elements of our 
plan are:

• Prevent fires in the home by providing 
health, safety and wellbeing advice and 
support reducing death and serious 
injuries

• Protect business premises and the 
environment from the impact of fire 
through audit and engagement

• Reduce road traff ic collisions resulting 
in death or serious injury through the 
provision of education and advice to 
people and businesses on how to stay safe 
on our roads

• Provide carbon monoxide education 
and advice as part of our fire prevention 
activity to reduce carbon monoxide related 
incidents

• Provide water safety advice to reduce the 
incidents of water related harm around our 
coastline and inland waters and reduce the 
impact of spate conditions. 

The priorities above contribute to the Cornwall 
Council Cabinet Priorities.
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How do we know 
our risks?
The driver behind our prevention and protection 
activity is evidence. This is drawn from the RBEP. 
This document is one of two needs assessments 
produced within CFRS to inform our IRMP with 
the other being the Safer Cornwall Strategic 
Assessment. The Strategic Assessment provides 
a profile of crime, substance use and anti-
social behaviour in Cornwall and highlights the 
priorities for the Safer Cornwall Partnership. 

How we assess our priorities? 
The table on page 8 shows the priorities for all fire 
and rescue activities including carbon monoxide, 
water and road safety related incidents dealt 
with by the service. These incident types have 
been risk rated to assess the level of risk they 
present to the community. This information is 
used to help prioritise community risk reduction 
activities in people’s homes, places of work 
and on the roads. Within the wider service we 
prioritise other activities undertaken with our 
partners (such as crime, anti-social behaviour 
and domestic abuse) through the Safer Cornwall 
Partnership. Information about these priorities 
can be found in the Safer Cornwall Partnership 
Plan. 

CFRS is aware of the unique geographical nature 
of Cornwall and the associated risks which will be 
accounted for in our community risk reduction 
focus. This enables better identification and 
targeting of limited resources based on risk and 
understanding of our communities. This highlights 
those in our highest risk categories and those 
living outside the 10 minute response time. As we 
target those most at risk within our communities,  
those households which fall into the risk outside of 
ten minutes (ROOT) category will be provided with 
Prevention activities as appropriate . This ensures 
consistency of Service provision to all households 
in Cornwall, who are deemed to be at highest risk.
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Integrated Risk  
Management Plan 

 

Resourcing 
calculator 
understands 
context for 
service costs 

Other analytical support 
 

• Focus papers 
• Service plans 
• Team plans 
• Performance indicators 
• Analytical requests from: 

o media  
o Members 
o other services 
o other agencies 
o Freedom of Information requests 

Response and People 
 

• Station risk profiles 
communicate: 
o incident numbers 
o service profile and priorities 
o Cornwall profile 

• Operational asset review 
• Operational rota review 

Protect 
 

• Protection tool 
prioritises businesses at risk of fire 
for inspection programme 

• Initiatives and campaigns 
• Focus papers 

Prevent 
 

• Prevention tool 
prioritises households at risk of fire 
for Home Fire Safety Checks and 
Living Safe and Well visits 

• Initiatives and campaigns 
• Focus papers 

Risk Based 
Evidence 
Profile 
strategic risk 
assessment 

Incidents 

Trend and fit 

Casualties 

Community vulnerability 

Time spent 

Reputational impact 

Benchmarking 

Community profile 

National and local risk 

Operational risk 

Academic research 

National and local policy 

Firefighters deployed 

Vehicles deployed 

Prioritisation 
matrix 
identifies service 
priorities 

Trends and fire 
investigation 

trends



Prevention

With regards to Prevention, the Service priorities 
are to improve the health, safety and wellbeing 
of the people and communities most at risk. Our 
evidence tells us that our highest risk of harm 
is around accidental dwelling fires and road 
traff ic collisions. Responsibility for the delivery 
of Prevention activity is shared across the 
Service, delivered through the communication of 
Command Plans and Community Risk Reduction 
Team Plan. These detail how we will respond to 
the risks identified through our Prevention work. 
While fires in the home and road traff ic collisions 
remain our top Prevention priorities, the risk to 
our communities include water related incidents, 
for example drowning and flooding, carbon 
monoxide poisoning and risks from arson and 
deliberate fire setting. 

Accidental Dwelling Fires 
In Cornwall in the last three years*, there were 841 
fires in homes, which represent an average of five  
accidental fires occurring in homes in Cornwall 
every week. Sadly a small proportion of these 
fires result in loss of life or serious injury. Regional 
and local research tells us there are a number of 
common factors which place someone at greatest  
risk of dying in a fire. (See table on page 10).

To improve the health, safety and wellbeing of the 
people and communities most at risk

* April 2016 - March 2018
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Medication/
illegal drugs

Poor housekeeping

Alcohol Smoking

Who is it affecting?

5 incidents 
per week

312 accidental 
dwelling fires

1 serious 
incident

1 fatal 
incident

Cooking appliance
Other domestic appliance
Electricity supply
Heating equipment
Smoking related
Other

36%

16%13%

10%

5%

20%

Ignition source

• Living alone

• Older people and people age 16-24

• People with learning diff iculties

• Men 40-60, alcohol, living alone 
and smoker

• Distance from fire station

• Single parents

• Mental health

• People with limited mobility

• People with a physical impairment

What behaviours are involved?

2013/14 2015/16 2017/18

300
350

200
250

100
150

0
50

22% increase 
in 2017/18

What is the problem?
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Road traffic collisions
Over the last three years* police recorded that 
57 people died and 765 were seriously injured 
on Cornwall’s roads and on average 23 collisions 
involving injury happened each week.

We work as part of the Cornwall Road Casualty 
Reduction Partnership and take the lead on 
education and awareness.
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Who is it affecting?

Motorcyclists Pedestrians

Children Pedal cyclists

Car occupants

What behaviours are involved?

23 incidents
per week

1151 injury 
collisions

223 serious 
collisions

22 fatal 
collisions

Human
Environment
Weather
Vehicle defect
Other

Contribution factor types 
allocated*2

What is the problem?

Failed to look 
properly

Failed to judge other 
persons path or speed

Careless/reckless/
in a hurry

Speed

Loss of control

*1 calendar yearsJanuary - December 2017
*2 Calendar years January 2015 - December 2017

2007 2012

Ch
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 in
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x:

 2
00

7=
10

0

Injury collisions
KSI collisions
Traff ic growth

2017

Collision trend
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Other Prevention Activity
While fires in the home and road traff ic collisions 
remain our top Prevention priorities other risks to 
our communities include water related incidents, 
carbon monoxide poisoning and risks from arson 
and deliberate fire setting. 

As with many fatal or life changing accidents 

alcohol 
and drugs
play their part in drowningWater related incidents  

Drowning

25% of drowning 
victims have 
alcohol in their 
bloodstream and 
they were most 
likely to be in the 
15-29 age group. 

Runners and walkers
are the group at highest 
risk of accidental drowning 
in the UK.  People who have
no intention of entering the water may 
well be unaware of all of the dangers 
posed by waterways, consequently they 
can find themselves in diff iculty when 
they fall in or enter to help someone else 
or an animal.

one in five 
people that 
died were 
visitors to Cornwall

Analysis of water related deaths in Cornwall 
from 2009 shows that 

36% 
were residents 

43% it is 
not known where 
they lived  

Each year more than 
300 people drown, 
it is one of the UK’s leading 
causes of accidental death

Many more are left  with 
life-changing injuries in 
water related incidents.

 In 2017 there were 
19 

coastal 
related

41 deaths 
in or around water in 
Cornwall

Drinking reduces 

and increases the 
likelihood of risk taking behaviour whilst 
impairing judgment, co-ordination and 
reducing tolerance to the cold.

inhibitions

Flooding Related Deaths
Over the past year the service attended 124 
flooding related incidents which is an increase 
of 41% on the previous year but lower than the 
204 experienced in 2013/14. We know that this 
incident type can be extremely volatile and 
flooding calls such as those at Coverack can place 
a substantial demand on the service over a very 
short period of time. 

Around 5.2 million properties in England are 
at risk of flooding and in Cornwall one in six 
properties is at risk from some sort of flooding. 
It is crucial that during flooding people ensure 
they stay safe, follow safety advice and avoid 
putting themselves in danger. Further advice can 
be found on the Cornwall Council Water Safety 
internet pages. 
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Carbon Monoxide
Carbon monoxide (CO) is potentially fatal, 
even low levels can cause lasting damage to a 
person’s health. CO incidents in Cornwall 
represent a very small proportion of call 
outs, however where there is an incident they 
present a higher risk of death or serious injury 
than other calls we respond to. Therefore CO 
awareness forms part of the work of the CRR 
Team.

Age 
profile 
by 2025

In line with national trends Cornwall has an 
increasingly ageing population as life 
expectancy continues to rise. 

2015 
-2025

Aged 75 - 84 increase by 47%
Aged 85+ increase by 36%

residents 21%
have long-term limiting illness 
compared to 18% nationally

2,550 

additional beds for 
older persons care
by 2030

additional extra care 

3,500
housing units by 2025 to help people to live 
independently in their own homes

Headaches Dizziness

Nausea
Tiredness

Be aware of the symptoms:

Health 
Working in partnership with health and social 
care professionals, the voluntary and community 
sectors we can safeguard our communities to 
help to improve individuals' quality of life. 

Arson

There has been an increase in the number 
of deliberate fires in Cornwall. Despite this 
increase, the rate of deliberate fires in road 
vehicles and deliberate secondary fires are 
some of the lowest in the Country. The rate 
of deliberate fires in dwellings is higher in 
Cornwall than many other areas. 

40% of known arsonists in 
Cornwall are children, 
the CRR Team prioritise working with 
identified high-risk individuals to educate and 
lower the risk of them becoming an arsonist.

Paraff in-based skin 
products 
can be a fire hazard if they 
come into contact with an 
ignition source (e.g. heater, 
candle or cigarette).
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Protection
The Fire and Rescue Service have a duty to 
enforce the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 
(RR(FS)O) 2005. This applies to all non-domestic 
premises, with a few exceptions, and includes 
common and shared areas in blocks of flats and 
Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO’s). We aim to 
work and support businesses where we can but 
will take enforcement action where necessary 
and prosecute the most serious off enders.

Our Ethos is safe, compliant and successful 
businesses for Cornwall. 

We will use key risk data from our RBEP and RBIP 
to drive our business fire safety activity. Our 
business fire safety work can be encompassed 
under two headings:

Support:  Better Business for all (Business 
Regulatory Services), Primary Authority Schemes, 
Business engagement and partnerships

Compliance: Risk based inspection, auditing 
aft er a fire, complaints and concerns from public 
or partner agencies, Safety Advisory Groups 
(SAG’s) inclusing sports grounds SAG’s. 

The Public register (https://www.cornwall.gov.
uk/publicriskregister) details enforcement and 
Prohibition notices issued by fire safety off icers 
in Cornwall. This information is also shared with 
the NFCC on the enforcement register. 

CFRS enforces legislation relating to Explosives 
and Petroleum. Notices issued regarding this 
aspect will be included on the dedicated register.

In the achievement of our protect 
priorities we will work with and 
support delivery of economic growth 
agendas specifically: 
New Frontier: devolution of greater powers over 
areas of public spending which are currently 
controlled by London. CFRS is lobbying for 
change to building regulations  to require all new 
domestic dwellings built in Cornwall to include 
sprinkler systems. 

To protect businesses, people, the local economy and 
environment from fire and wider community related risks
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Non-domestic fires

3 incidents 
per week

143 non 
domestic fires

0 fatal incidents

0 serious incidents

Retail

Top 10 premises types

Food and drink
Permanent agricultural
Hotel and holiday
Industrial/storage
Hospitals and medical care
Education
Care home
Public toilets

Off ices

2013/14

2015/16

2017/
18

145
150

135
140

125
130

115
120

Non domestic fires trend

2014/15

2016/17

What is the problem?

Who is it affecting?

What failures are involved?
Lack of or ineff icient:

• Emergency procedures for serious 
imminent danger

• Fire detection and warning

• Provision of information for 
employees

• Emergency routes/exits

• Fire risk assessments

• Maintenance

Hotels

Hostels

Hospitals

Care homes

*1

*1 April 2017 - March 2018
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The non-domestic premises which account for the greatest volume of fires in Cornwall 
(in order) are:

These premises types 
account for 71% of all 
non-domestic fires over 
the past five years}

• Retail

• Food and drink

• Permanent agricultural

• Hospitals and medical care

• Hotel/ motel

• Industrial manufacturing

• Education

• Residential care

*Sleeping risk premises highlighted in bold

Sleeping Risk (Hospitals, 
Residential Care, Hotels, 
Bed and Breakfast)
The RBEP and RBIP identify the greatest risk to 
the public being fires in non-domestic premises 
with sleeping risk. The categories of premises in 
this are: 

• Those that provide sleeping accommodation 
where people would find escape in an 
emergency diff icult due to a lack of mobility 
and/or a lack of familiarity with the building 
layout – includes: Hospitals / Hotels / 
hostels/ B&B / youth hostel and other holiday 
accommodation 

• Those that have had a fire that CFRS have 
attended

• Those where we have received a complaint or 
concern from a member of the public.

Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service is proud to be 
in collaboration with the Cornwall Council Private 
Sector Housing team to deliver a joint agreement 
and Local Authorities Coordinators of Regulatory 
Services (LACORS) agreement regarding fire 
safety in flats and house of multiple occupation 
(HMO’s), the objectives of which are; 

1 To continue to build the partnership between 
services who enforce on fire safety matters 
in accordance with two diff erent pieces of 
legislation. 

2 The Private Sector Housing Service will in 
consultation with CFRS, continue to make fire 
safety requirements in the conditions applied 
to any HMO licences. 

3 To agree which service should take the lead 
enforcing role for Fire Safety within certain 
specified property usage groups.

4 To acknowledge that Private Sector Housing 
Service and CFRS are working towards 
a common goal to ensure appropriate 
standards of fire and other fire safety 
provisions are provided and maintained in 
specific property usage groups. 

5 To confirm the arrangements for meeting 
requirements for consultation under the 
(RR(FS)O) 2005

6 To confirm strategies and commitments 
to joint training and support on fire safety 
issues.
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Other Protection Activity:
Food and drink establishments

30% of our 
non-domestic fires 
occur in these types of premises.

Agricultural Premises
Analysis shows us that 
despite only making up 2% 
of non-domestic premises 
in Cornwall,

Heritage
We will continue to sample 
audit and advise on the 

fire protection 
measures in 
place at heritage 
risks within 
Cornwall.

Educational
We will continue to 

promote 
sprinkler 
installation 
in schools 
and canvas local MP and 
Councillors for support.

Petroleum 
We will continue to re-inspect under the 

Petroleum 
and 
explosives 
re-inspection 
programme.

agricultural premises 
account for 11% of our fires 
and are our third highest category for volume of 
fires. So watches will receive additional training 
on agricultural risk and then carry out risk visits 
including advising on fire safety. Working with 
partners the Service will continue to engage with 
the agricultural industry.

Industrial

compliance and assist with safety critical 
information gathering. We will conduct joint visits 
at Control of Major Accident Hazards (COMAH) 
and Waste Sites with partners.

We will identify 
high risk sites 
to Firefighters 

via site specific risk 
information (SSRI). 
We will work with 
operational crews 
to ensure fire safety 

Fire Investigation
We will continue to 
investigate the cause of fire. 
Information following a fire investigation will 
be shared to help educate and inform the 
business community of hazards and measures 
they can take to reduce risk. 

We will promote 
key messages 
via social 
media and 
other means.

So we will continue to carry out aft er the fire audits, 
where appropriate this may be by the local fire 
crews carrying out an operational fire safety visit. 
Partnership agreements are in place to focus on 
accommodation over shops. Business engagement 
and campaigns target these types of premises.
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Contact us
For advice and guidance please email us on:

fire@cornwall.gov.uk

Or phone us at:
0300 1234 232

Join Cornwall Council and Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service on Facebook
Follow Cornwall Council on Twitter @cornwallcouncil
Follow Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service on Twitter @CornwallFRS

If you would like this information in another 
format or language please contact:
Cornwall Council, County Hall,
Treyew Road, Truro, TR1 3AY 

equality@cornwall.gov.uk

0300 1234 100

03/19 45463


